This paper reports an evaluation of a system for tailored testing proposed by Cliff (1975 passed and person h failed. The explicit information is contained in S and S'; the implied data is in N and X. The supermatrix A thus is items-by-persons by items-by-persons as is shown in Figure 1 .
The testing process itself is actually an iterative procedure which begins by asking each per- (McNemar, 1947) . Then by using a prespecified criterion for zik, n,k is set to 1 Xk, k = 1, n, + n&dquo; 0 ~ X/r < 1, was generated from the method described by Knuth (1973, Vol. The relation between the number of responses, the rate at which item-person implications were made, and the effect of sample size is given in Figure 5 . The three panels separate the data by number of items. The abcissa contains the number of responses given by each person, while the ordinate shows the number of responses-plus-implications as a percentage of the product nPn&dquo; which has been labeled the percentage of fill. If no implications were ever made, the total number of relations would always equal the number of responses, and the percentage of fill would be a perfect linear function of responses. This minimum performance Knuth (1973, Vol. 3) that the minimum number of information bits required to order N objects is log2M., where in this context N =n,, + n,. Although much more is at stake in this situation than mere sorting, for errorless data TAILOR may be viewed as a sorting algorithm. and a FORTRAN version which is adapted from the method used in the current study (Cudeck, Cliff, & Kehoe, 1977) .
The next phase will be to carry out a second series of studies, again using the monte carlo method but with a more realistic model. Of the major alternatives available, the four-parameter model from Birnbaum (1968) seems especially promising for this purpose.
